
Elephants are big mammals. They can have: 

a long trunka long trunk two tuskstwo tusks big earsbig ears

Elephants can grow very tall. They are very heavy. They can 
weigh the same as three cars!

A group of elephants is called a herd. The oldest female leads 
the herd. 

A male elephant is called a bull.

A female elephant is called a cow.

A baby elephant is called a calf.

Did You Know…?
An elephant’s skin can burn if it 
stands in the sun for too long.

You might see an elephant with mud 
or dirt on its back. They do this to 
stop their skin from burning.
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Questions
1. What is a baby elephant called? Tick one. 

   a bull
   a calf
   a cow

2. What is a herd? Tick one. 

   a big mammal
   an old female
   a group of elephants

3. Which of these is true? Tick one. 

   Elephants are very heavy.
   Elephants are very light.
   Elephants are very thin.

4. Who leads a herd? Tick one. 

   the biggest bull
   the oldest female
   the smallest baby

5. What can an elephant weigh the same as? Tick one. 

   three cars
   three trucks
   three boats
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Answers
1. What is a baby elephant called? Tick one. 

   a bull
   a calf
   a cow

2. What is a herd? Tick one. 

   a big mammal
   an old female
   a group of elephants

3. Which of these is true? Tick one. 

   Elephants are very heavy.
   Elephants are very light.
   Elephants are very thin.

4. Who leads a herd? Tick one. 

   the biggest bull
   the oldest female
   the smallest baby

5. What can an elephant weigh the same as? Tick one. 

   three cars
   three trucks
   three boats
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